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When I was eleven years old, my waist caved in and roy 

breasts sprung out. I could not be left alone at the school bus 

stop anymore. It was dangerous because men can be danger

ous. I had some preparation for that. My mother had been, 

I believe, sexually victimized as a child. She doesn't speak 

of it except when her sentences fade out in retelling certain 

stories. But it was there in how protective she was of me, an 

only child of a single mother. There were no men allowed 

in our house except for family and even then only under her 

direct guidance. "I wanted your home to be safe, made for 

children and not adults," she has told me. Only children 

learn to gauge their single parent's emotional needs. It is 

vital for your survival and, you eventually learn, necessary 

if you are going to help your only adult protection in the 

world keep you both safe. I intuited from my mother's cau

tion that I should be cautious of men, defensive of whate\'cr 

I was calling home at any given time-my heart, my mental

health, my car, my bedroom, my checkbook, my dreams

my body. Decades before I valued myself enough to be care

ful for myself, I was careful so that my mother would not 

worry. 
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If I knew to be cautious of men, I did not learn early 

enough to be cautious of white women. The first time a 

white woman teacher told me that my breasts were distract

ing was in the sixth grade. Over the years, white women 

with authority over me have told me how wrong or danger

ous or deviant my body is. As with that teacher, many of 

their comments focus on my breasts as opposed to, say, my 

ass. The next year I entered middle school, where you learn 

the rules of sexual presentation. That is where I started to 

discover that while my breasts distracted some of the boys 

and men, all distractions were not created equally. 

As part of the last generation of Carolinians to attend 

the integrated schools that Brown v. Board of Education 

ushered into existence, I went to school with a lot of white 

people. Because of the racial composition of the districts 

drawn in my then-progressive school district, I also went to 

school with many South Asian and Latino kids. That racial 

and ethnic integration mattered to the rules I learned about 

hcing sexual, desirable, visible, and unseen. 

Unlike home, where much of my social world was fil

k !cd through my mother's preference for African American 
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cultural norms.5 Whether the LOLcat is funny or Marilyn 

is beautiful or a gif of a You Tube prank is gross all depends 

on the norms of the culture that produced the meroe. 6 ln

the case of Marilyn Monroe 's dress size, the meme assume�

a western U.S. iconography. Marilyn is not just beautiful; 

she defines the beauty ideals of an entire era in U.S. popular 

culture. If you do not recognize that belief as your own,

the meme will make no sense. The expectation that you 

should be shocked by Marilyn's dress size also relies on

an audience who will share an idea about who is fat. And

the audience must share the notion that fat and beauty are

antithetical. Of course, fat has not always been iuxmposcd

against beauty in white western culture. Artists point W

the Rubenesque female bodies of the seventeenth century 

an example of how fat bodies were once the beaut)' ,deal

They are also an ideal meant to lionize a version of w 

western history.

Naomi Wolf made the idea of examining beaut)

across time a white third wave feminist cause du 1our. In

Beauty Myth, Wolf excises the expectations of female bea1

from the economic context that produces them, holding 
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up for feminist critique.7 As others have noted, Wolf does 

not do much work on how economic and political condi

tions produce a white hegemonic body as the ultimate expres

sion of beauty.8 More precisely, Wolf demonstrates that as

the sociopolitical context of whiteness-the political, state

sanctioned regime-tussles with historical forces like fall

ing stock markets, mass media, suburbanization, and war, it 

will reshape an acceptable beauty standard for women that 

.tdjusts for body types, but never for body color. That was 

not Wolf's argument, but the absence of such a critique rather 

f1roves the point: beauty is for white women.9 It is a white wom

a11's problem, if you are a feminist, or a white woman's grace, 

11 you are something else not feminist. Beauty, in a meme or in 

thl' beauty myth, only holds as a meaningful cultural artifact 

hrough which we can examine politics, economics, and laws, 

.ind identity if we all share the assumption that beauty is pre

llsdy because ic excludes nonwhite women. 

Black women have examined where we are located in the 

'1t-:imy myth, examining the political economy through our 

ro<l11:s. If we could never be assumed beautiful in white cul

ture\ memes, histories, and feminisms, we could create other 
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can or may or does benefit from having the option of hitch·

ing its star to white beauty, then it needs black women

to play our part. But where there is dominance, there ,s

also subordination. Black people have a whole scrucrurc

of class and income and wealth and tastes and preferences,

It stands to reason that we also have a construct of beauty

that shapes and stratifies good black women and bad black

women, and so on. If black masculinity benefits from the

option of hooking up with black women, then it has tO

value at least the performance of black beauty. Ptaying ffl' 

part would look like espousing what a thick black scalli 

I am, while coveting the beautiful white woman 1 cou

never become. If I play my part, black masculinity

efits. White women needed me to neg myself and black

needed me to neg them at the expense of myself. Eit

way, I was losing and I knew it.

Repeatedly people have said to me in their own way,

within their own stratified statuses, that I need en bel:

I am beautiful or can become beautiful-not for m

benefit, but because it serves so many others. l rc1
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implicit bid for solidarity from every single white woman 

and I reject every overture from a man who wants to con

vince me that I am beautiful. I want nice people with nice

enough politics to look at me, reason for themselves that 

I am worthy, and feel convicted when the world does not 

agree. God willing they may one day extrapolate my specific 

Lase to the general rule, seeing the way oppression margin

.tlizes others to their personal benefit. 

f do not have any issues of self-worth-well, no more 

than anyone who used to be young and now is not. I am sen

s1hle. I know the streets in pregentrified communities where 

nld men will still look twice and someone behind a counter 

might give me an extra piece of something for free. I know 

tbn cute and attractive are categories that exist, with their 

own attended privileges. But none of these things negates 

rhc structural apparatus that controls access to resources 

and ad hoc designates those with capital as beauty's gate

ln·pers. When beauty is white and I am dark, it means that 

I .am more likely to be punished in school, to receive higher 

ntcnces for crimes, less likely to marry, and less likely to 
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marry someone with equal or higher economic status."· 

Denying these empirical realities is its own kind of violenct', 

even when our intentions are good. 

They say that beauty is in the eye of the beholder and rbac

ugly is as ugly does. Both are lies. Ugly is everything done 

to you in the name of beauty. 

Knowing the difference is part of getting free. 
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